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Krissy Cressler

Mother of 6 and author of "Let's Glow Girl", Krissy Cressler, is the Owner Glow Getter Studio in Shippensburg, PA. Krissy also owns a consulting business that helps women to rise to new levels in their life and business. She recently was recognized as the Women’s Empowerment Award Winner in 2022. Her love for her downtown community shows through her many committees she has sat on as a volunteer over the years and now recently hired at Shippensburg Downtown Coordinator, to help better the business community, revitalize the town, and bring people together.

Rebecca Foote

Rebecca and husband founded their mortgage company, Foote Capital Mortgage Company, in 2006 to offer a more personalized and education-based mortgage experience than what was being offered in the marketplace at that time. Foote Capital grew from a two person mortgage broker licensed only in PA to being a direct lender serving Pennsylvania and Maryland. They are now launching a growth initiative that will expand their reach down the East Coast and along the Gulf Coast.

Allison Watts

Dr. Allison Watts has taught management courses at the John L. Grove College of Business since 2007. Prior to her academic career, Allison worked for Unisys Corporation for 17 years in a variety of accounting and planning positions. A native of Pennsylvania, Allison graduated from Bloomsburg (BS), UPenn (MS), and Temple (PhD) universities.

Courtney Martin

Courtney Martin is founder and owner of Loft Momma’s Gifts, a store, coffee shop, and event space that offers natural and handcrafted products along with modest and elegant clothing for women. She has been able to create a one stop shop with a variety of options for gifts. She was able to restore an 150 year old store and turn it into her vision!